COPPER SHIELD BOX

NOTES:
1. ALL GND. CONN. ARE WIDE BAND AMPLIFIER AND SCOPE.
2. ALL GND. LEADS ARE GROUND AT COMMON POINT FOR EACH STAGE IN AMP AND TO CHASSIS AT THIS POINT.
3. INPUT CO-AX EXTENTS CLOSE TO SW.
4. COIL DETAIL:
   a. 2,3,5 ARE WOUND ON MODIFIED DU-MONT SLO6-TUNED PEAKING COIL, FORM DIA. IS 3/16".
   b. COILS ARE CLOSE-WOUND NEAR END OF FORM WITH W/6, 5, 5 WIRE. SCREW END OF SLUG IS GROUNDED.
   c. NO. OF turns: 1 - 1/4" LONG
   d. 2 - 9/16"
   e. 3 - 3/8"
   f. 5 - 3/16" Long
   g. 4 - TOP - 3/16" LONG CENTER - EACH SECTION IS 1/2" LONG AND WOUND OPPOSITE BOTTOM - 1/4"